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An Architect has received a request to prevent employees that leave the company from
accessing data in Salesforce afterthey are deactivated in the company's HR system.

 
What should an Architect determine before recommending a solution?

 
A. Determine inbound integration requirements, then identify frequency. 
B. Determine data access prevention requirements, then identify frequency. 
C. Determine data volume requirements, then identify the loading schedule. 
D. Determine data access prevention requirements, then identify system constraints. 

 
Answer: A

 

 

A customer is migrating from an old legacy system to Salesforce. As part of the
modernization effort, they would like to integrate al existing systems that currently work with
their legacy application with Salesforce.

 
Which three constraints and pain-points should an integration architect consider when
choosing the integration pattern/mechanism?

 
Choose 3 answers

 
A. System types - APIs, File systems, Email 
B. Reporting and usability requirements 
C. Multi-language and multi-currency requirement 
D. Error handling mechanisms 
E. Data Volume and Processing volume 

 
Answer: A,D,E

 

 

Universal Containers (UC) uses Salesforce to track the following customer data:

 
1. Leads,

 
2. Contacts

 
3. Accounts
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4. Cases
 
Salesforce is considered to be the system of recordfor the customer. In addition to
Salesforce, customer data exists in an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system,
ticketing system, and enterprise data lake. Each of these additional systems have their own
unique identifier. UC plans on using middleware to integrate Salesforce with the external
systems.
 
UC has a requirement to update the proper external system with record changes in
Salesforce and vice versa.
 
Which two solutions should an Integration Architect recommend to handle this
requirement?
 
Choose 2answers
 
A. Locally cache external ID'S at the middleware layer and design business logic to map
updates between systems. 
B. Store unique identifiers in an External ID field in Salesforce and use this to update the
proper records across systems. 
C. Use Change Data Capture to update downstream systems accordingly when a record
changes. 
D. Design an MDM solution that maps external ID's to the Salesforce record ID. 
 
Answer: C,D

 

 

Universal Containers (UC) is a leading provider of management trainingglobally, UC
 
embarked on a Salesforce transformation journey to allow students to register for courses
in the
 
Salesforce community. UC has a learning system that masters all courses and student
 
registration.
 
UC requested a near real-time feed of student registration from Salesforce to the learning
 
system. The integration architect recommends using Salesforce event.
 
Which API should be used for the Salesforce platform event solution?
 

A. Tooling API 
B. Streaming API 
C. O REST AP 
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D. SOAP API 
 

Answer: B

Explanation:  

QUESTIONNO: 241 

Northern Trail Outfitters is in the final stages of merging two Salesforce orgs but needs to

keep the retiring org available for a short period of time for lead management as it is

connected to multiple public web site forms. The sales departmenthas requested that new

leads are available in the new Salesforce instance within 30 minutes. 

Which two approaches will require the least amount of development effort? 

Choose 2 answers 

A Configure named credentials in the source org. 

B Use the Composite REST API to aggregate multiple leads in a single call. 

C Use the tooling API with Process Builder to insert leads in real time. 

D Call the Salesforce REST API to insert the lead into the target system. 
Answer: A, B 

 

 

 

A healthcareservices company maintains a Patient Prescriptions System that has 50+
 
million records in a secure database. Their customer base and data set growing rapidly.
They want to make sure that the following policies are enforced:
 
1. Identifiable patient prescriptions must exist only in their secure system's databaseand
 
encrypted at rest.
 
2. Identifiable patient prescriptions must be made available only to people explicit
authorized in
 
the Patient Prescriptions System assigned nurses anddoctors, patient, and people explicitly
the
 
patient may authorize.
 
3. Must be available only to verified and pre-approved people or legal entities.
 
To enable this, the company provides the following capabilities:
 
1. One-time use identity tokens for patients, nurses, doctors, andother people that expire
within
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a few minutes.
 
2. Certificates for legal entities.
 
. RESTful services.
 
The company has a Salesforce Community Cloud portal for patients, nurses, doctors, and
other authorized people. A limited number of employees analyze deidentified data in
Einstein
 
Analytics.
 
Which two capabilities should the integration architect require for the Community Cloud
portal
 
and Einstein Analytics?
 
Choose 2 answers
 
A Identity token data storage
 
B. Bulk load for Einstein Analytics
 
C. Callouts toRESTful services
 
D. Encryption in transit and at rest
 
Answer: B, C 

 

 

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) leverages Sales Cloud for tracking and managing leads,
accounts, contacts, and opportunities- Orders and order fulfillment is taken care of by an
Order Management System (OMS) in the back-office. When an opportunity has changed
it's status to "Closed/Won" and there are products attached, the details should be passed
to the OMS for fulfillment operations.
 
The callout from Salesforce to the OMS should be synchronous.
 
What should an Integration Architect do to satisfy these requirements?
 
A. Write a trigger that invokes an Apex proxy class to make a REST callout to the Order
Management System. 
B. Use Process Builder to call an Apex proxy class to make a REST callout to theOrder
Management System. 
C. Develop a batch Apex job that aggregates Closed Opportunities and makes a REST
callout to the Order Management System hourly. 
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D. Build a Lightning Component that makes a synchronous Apex REST callout to the Order
ManagementSystem when a button is clicked. 

 
Answer: B

 

 

Northern Trail Outfitters has a requirement to encrypt few of widely used standard fields.
They also want to be able to use these fields inworkflow rules.

 
Which security solution should an Integration Architect recommend to fulfill the business
use case?
 
A. Cryptography Class 
B. Data Masking 
C. Classic Encryption 
D. Platform Shield Encryption 
 

Answer: D
Explanation: https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=data_mask_overview.htm&type=5 
https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=security_pe_vs_classic_encryption.htm&type=5 

 

 

 

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) has hired an Integration Architect to design the integrations
between existing systems and a new instance of Salesforce. NTO has the following
requirements:

 
1. Initial load of 2M Accounts, 5.5M Contacts, 4.3M Opportunities, and 45k Products into
the new org.

 
2. Notification of new and updated Accounts andContacts needs to be sent to 3 external
systems.

 
3. Expose custom business logic to 5 external applications in a highly secure manner.

 
4. Schedule nightly automated dataflows, recipes and data syncs.

 
Which set of APIs are recommended in order to meet the requirements?

 
A. Bulk API, Chatter REST API, Apex SOAP API, Tooling API 
B. Bulk API, Chatter REST API, Apex REST API, Analytics REST API 
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C. Bulk API, Streaming API, Apex REST API, Analytics REST API 
D. Bulk API, Streaming API, Apex SOAP API, Analytics REST API 
 
Answer: C

 

 

Northern Trail Outfitters uses a custom Java application to display code coverage and test
results for all of their enterprise applicationsand is planning to include Salesforce as well.
 
Which Salesforce API should an Integration Architect use to meet the requirement?
 
A. SOAP API 
B. Analytics REST API 
C. Metadata API 
D. Tooling API 
 

Answer: D

Explanation: https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-
us.api_tooling.meta/api_tooling/tooling_api_objects_apexcodecoverage.htm 

 

 

 

Salesforce users need to read data from an external system via HTTPS request.
 
Which two security methods should an integration architect leverage within Salesforce to
secure
 
the integration?
 
Choose 2 answers
 
A. Connected App 
B. Named Credentials 
C. Authorization Provider 
D. Two way SSL 
 
Answer: B,D
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Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) uses Salesforce to track leads, opportunities andorder
details that convert leads to customers. However, Orders are managed by an external
(remote) system. Sales representatives want to view and update real-time order
information in Salesforce. NTO wants the data to only persist in the external system.

 
Which type of Integration should an architect recommend to meet this business
requirement?

 
A. Data Visualization 
B. Data Synchronization 
C. Process Orchestration 
D. Batch Processing 

 
Answer: A

Explanation: https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-
us.integration_patterns_and_practices.meta/integration_patterns_and_practices/integ_pat_
data_virtualization.htm 

 

 

 

 

A new Salesforce program has the following high level abstract requirement: Business

 
processes executed on Salesforce require data updates between the internal systems and
Salesforce Which threerelevant details should a Salesforce Integration Architect seek to
specifically solve for Integration architecture needs of the program?

 
Which three relevant details should a Salesforce Integration Architect seek to specifically
solve for Integration architecture needs of the program?

 
Choose 3 answers

 
A. Source and Target system, Directionality, data volume & transformation complexity long
with any middleware that can be leveraged. 
B. Integration skills, SME availability and Program Governance details. 
C. Timing aspects - real-time/near real-time (synchronous or asynchronous), batch; update
frequency. 
D. Integration Style Process based, Data based, Virtual integration. E Core functional and
non functional requirements for User Experience design, Encryptionneeds, Community,
and license choices. 
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Answer: A,C,D

 

 

A large enterprise customer operating in a high regulated industry is planning to implement
Salesforce for customer facing associates in both Sales and Service, and back office staff.
The business processes that Salesforce supports are critical to the business.

 
Salesforce will be integrated to multiple back office systems to provide a single interface for
associates. Reliability and monitoring of these integrations is required as associates
support customers.

 
Which integration solution should the architect consider when planning the
implementation?

 
A. Architect Services in back office systems to support calloutsfrom Salesforce and build
reliability, monitoring and reporting capabilities. 
B. Decouple back office system callouts into separate distinct services that have inbuilt
error logging and monitoring frameworks. 
C. Build a custom integration gateway to support back office system integrations and
ensure reliability and monitoring capabilities. 
D. Leverage Middleware for all back office system integrations ensuring real time alerting,
monitoring and reporting capabilities. 

 Answer: D

 

 

Which three considerations should an Integration Architect consider when recommending
Platform Event as a Integration solution?

 Choose 3 answers

 A Inability to query event messages using SOQL

 B Subscribe to an AssetToken Event stream to monitor OAuth2.0 authentication activity. C

 C. Inability to create a Lightning record page for platform events.

 D. When you delete an event definition, it's permanently removed and can't be restored.

 E. You can use Event Monitoring to track user activity, such aslogins and running reports.
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Answer: A, C, D 

 

 

Universal Containers has a requirement for all accounts that do NOT qualify for abusiness
extension (Custom field on the account record) for the next month to send a meeting invite
to their contacts from the marketing automation system to discuss the next steps. It is
estimated there will be approximately 1MilIion contacts per month.
 
What is the recommended solution?
 
A. Use Batch Apex. 
B. Use Time-based workflow rule. 
C. Use Process builder. 
D. Use Trigger. 
 
Answer: A

 

 

Northern Trail Outfitters wants to improve the quality of call-outs from Salesforce to their
 
REST APIs. For this purpose, they will require all API clients/consumers to adhere to
RESTAPI
 
Markup Language (RAML) specifications that include field-level definition of every API
 
request and response payload. RAML specs serve as interface contracts that Apex REST
API

 
Clients can rely on.

 
Which two design specifications should the Integration Architect include in the integration

 
architecture to ensure that ApexREST API Clients unit tests confirm adherence to the
RAML
 
specs?
 
Choose 2 answers
 
A Call the Apex REST API Clients in a test context to get the mock response.
 
B. Require the Apex REST API Clients to implement the HttpCalloutMock.

Question No : 15
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C Call the HttpCalloutMock implementation from the Apex REST API
 
Clients. D Implement HttpCalloutMock to return responses per RAML
 
specification.
 
Answer: A, D 

 

 

The Sales Operations team at Northern Trail Outfitters imports new leads each day. An
integrated legacy territory management system assigns territories to leads before Sales
team memberscan work on them. The current integration often experiences latency issues.
 
Which two recommendations should an Architect make to improve the integration
performance?
 
Choose 2 answers
 
A. Reduce batch size of asynchronous BULK API. 
B. Reduce batch size of synchronous BULK API. 
C. Legacy system should submit in serial mode. 
D. Legacy system should submit in parallel mode. 
 
Answer: A,D

 

 

An enterprisearchitect has requested the Salesforce Integration architect to review the
following (see diagram & description) and provide recommendations after carefully
considering all constraints of the enterprise systems and Salesforce platform limits.
 
 
• About 3,000 phone sales agents use a Salesforce Lightning UI concurrently to check
eligibility of a customer for a qualifying offer.
 

• There are multiple eligibility systems that provides this service and are hosted externally.
However, their current response times could take up to 90 seconds to process and return
(there are discussions to reduce the response times in future, but no commitments are
made).
 
• These eligibility systems can be accessed through APIs orchestrated via ESB (MuleSoft).
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• All requestsfrom Salesforce will have to traverse through customer's API Gateway layer
and the API Gateway imposes a constraint of timing out requests after 9 seconds.
 
Which three recommendations should be made?
 
Choose 3 answers
 
A. ESB (Mule) with cache/state management to return a requestID (or) response if
available from external system. 
B. Recommend synchronous Apex call-outs from Lightning UI to External Systems via
Mule and implement polling on API gateway timeout. 
C. Use Continuation callouts to make the eligibility check request from Salesforce from
Lightning UI at page load. 
D. When responses are received by Mule, create a Platform Event in Salesforce via
Remote-Call-In and use the empAPI in the lightning UI to serve 3,000 concurrent users. 
E. Implement a 'Check Update' button that passes a requestID received from ESB (user
action needed). 
 
Answer: A,C,E

 

 

A customer's enterprise architect has identified requirements around caching, queuing,
error handling, alerts, retries,event handling, etc. The company has asked the Salesforce
integration architect to help fulfill such aspects with their Salesforce program.
 
Which three recommendations should the Salesforce integration architect make?
 
Choose 3 answers
 
 
A. Transform a fire-and-forget mechanism to request-reply should be handled
bymiddleware 
tools (like ETL/ESB) to improve performance. 
B. Provide true message queueing for integration scenarios (including
orchestration,process 
choreography, quality of service, etc.) given thata middleware solution is required. 
C. Message transformation and protocol translation should be done within Salesforce. 
Recommend leveraging Salesforce native protocol conversion capabilities as middle
watools 
are NOT suited for such tasks 
D. Eventhandling processes such as writing to a log, sending an error or recovery process,
or 
sending an extra message, can be assumed to be handled by middleware. 
E. Event handling in a publish/subscribe scenario, the middleware can be used to route
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requests ormessages to active data-event subscribers from active data-event publishers. 
 
Answer: B,D,E

 

 

Northern Trail Outfitters needs to secure an integration with an external Microsoft Azure
 
API Gateway.
 
What integration security mechanism should be employed?
 
A. Configure mutual server authentication with two-way SSL using CA issued certificates. 
B. Configure a connected app with an authorization endpoint of theAPI gateway and
configure 
OAuth settings. 
C. Use an API only user profile and implement use an external identity provider with
federated 
API access. 
D. Implement Salesforce Shield with Encryption at Rest and generate a tenant secret. 
 
Answer: A

 

 

A large enterprise customer with the following system landscape is planning to implement
Salesforce Sales Cloud.
 
 
The following business processes need to be supported in Salesforce:
 
1. Sales Consultants should be able to have access to current inventory.
 
2. Enterprise Resource Planning System(ERP) is the system of record for pricing
information.
 
3. Quotes should be generated in Salesforce with pricing from ERP.
 
4. Sales Management uses a Enterprise Business Intelligence (BI) toolto view Sales
dashboards.
 
5. Master Data Management (MDM) is the system of record for customers and prospects.
 
6. Invoices should be accessible in Salesforce.
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Which systems in the landscape should the Integration Consultant consider to be
integrated with Salesforce to support the business requirements?
 
A. ERP, Invoices system, Data Warehouse and BI Tool 
B. ERP, Inventory, Pricing Engine, Invoices system 
C. ERP, MDM, BI tool and Data Warehouse 
D. ERP, MDM, Data Warehouse, Invoices system 
 
Answer: B

 

 

A company has an external system that processes and tracks orders. Sales reps manage
their leads and opportunity pipeline in Salesforce. In the current state, the two systems are
disconnected and processing orders requires a lot of manual entry on sales rep part. This
creates delays in processing orders and incomplete data due to manual entry.
 
As a part of modernization efforts the company decided to integrate Salesforce and the
order management system. The following technical requirements were identified:
 
1. Ordersneed to be created in real time from salesforce
 
2. Minimal customization*, and code should be written due to a tight timeline and lack of
developer resources
 
3. Sales reps need to be able to see order history and be able to see most up to date
information on current order status.
 
4. Managers need to be able to run reports in Salesforce to see daily and monthly order
volumes and fulfillment timelines.
 

5. The legacy system is hosted on premise and is currently connected to the Enterprise
Service Bus (ESB).The ESB is flexible enough to provide any methods and connection
types needed by salesforce team.
 
6. There are 1000 sales reps. Each user processes/creates on average 15 orders per shift.
Most of the orders contain 20-30 line items.
 
How should anintegration architect integrate the two systems based on the technical
requirements and system constraints?
 
A. Use Salesforce external object and OData connector. 
B. Use Salesforce custom object, custom REST API and ETL. 
C. Use Salesforce standard object,REST API and ETL. 
D. Use Salesforce big object, SOAP API and Dataloader. 
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